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Abstract. Metamizole is a nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID) that functions as an analgesic, 

antipyretic, and antiinflammatory. Examination of active substance contents is a requirement that must be met 

to ensure the quality of drug preparations. The aims of this study were to develop and validate the Fourier 

Transform Infrared spectrophotometric method for the quantitation of metamizole content in marketed tablet 
preparation. Identification and determination of metamizole contents by Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method used methanol solvent in the wavenumber range 4000 cm–1 to 650 cm–1. The results 

showed that the specific wavenumbers of metamizole were 1649.3 cm–1; 1623.3 cm–1; and 1589.7 cm–1; and 

the contents metamizole in marketed tablet preparation ranged from (97.954 ± 0.121)% to (104.541 ± 0.257)%. 
From the validation method, the recovery result is 100.129%; the relative standard deviation is 0.057%; the 

limit of detection is 2.09526 mg/mL; the limit of quantitation is 6.34928 mg/mL; and the range 40 mg/mL to 

60 mg/mL. The quantitation of metamizole contents can be carried out by Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method with accurate and precise quantitation results. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Metamizole is methanesulfonate derivate from 

aminopyrine which acts on the central nervous 

system to reduce the sensitivity of pain 

receptors and affect central body temperature 

control [1]. Metamizole has three main effects 

as a drug: analgesic, antipyretic, and 

antiinflammatory. Analgesic drugs relieve pain 

by increasing the pain threshold value in the 

central nervous system without suppressing 

consciousness. Antipyretic drugs reduce high 

body temperature. Antiinflammatory helps 

overcome inflammation [2]. 

It is absolutely necessary to inspect the quality 

of the preparation of a drug to ensure that the 

pharmaceutical preparation uses ingredients 

with standard quality and quantity with suitable 

analytical procedures to support the expected 

therapeutic effect. In order for the quality of the 

drug to be guaranteed and effective in 

treatment, it is necessary to have an appropriate 

content of active substances involved in the 

drug preparation [3,4].  

The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method is a very popular 

analytical technique for the analysis of various 

types of samples, whether samples are 

pharmaceutical products, food, biological 

fluids, or environmental samples [5]. 
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Quantitative analysis of the components in the 

solution can be carried out successfully by the 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectrophotometric 

method, providing a suitable band in the 

spectrum of the target component (analyte). 

The bands selected should have high molar 

absorptivity values, not overlap with solvent 

peaks, not overlap with other components in a 

mixture, and provide a linear calibration plot 

[6]. 

The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method is an excellent 

technique for pharmaceutical analysis and 

offers many advantages since it is easy to use, 

sensitive, selective, environmentally friendly, 

and fast. It also helps ensure regulatory 

compliance through validation protocols [7]. 

Supervision of metamizole tablet preparation 

needs to be maintained because if they do not 

meet the requirements it can endanger 

consumers. The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method was used to 

determine the contents of metamizole in this 

study. The aims of this paper are the 

development and validation of the Fourier 

Transform Infrared spectrophotometric method 

for the quantitation of metamizole content in 

marketed tablet preparation in a simpler, 

cheaper, faster, and more environmentally 

friendly way. 

METHODOLOGY 

Types of research 

This research paper is a descriptive study using 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectrophotometric 

method to quantify metamizole contents in 

marketed tablet preparation. 

Tools 

The tools used in this study were Fourier 

Transform Infrared spectrophotometer Cary 

630 with Dial Path (Agilent), a light source, 

interferometer and detector, computer 

(Lenovo), printer (Epson), mortar and pestle 

(Shimadzu), analytical balance (Sartorius), 

filter paper (Whatman), tissue (Paseo), 

multipipette (Eppendorf), sonicator (Krisbow), 

volumetric flask (Iwaki), and other glassware 

(Iwaki). 

Materials 

The materials used in this study were methanol 

(Merck), metamizole working standard 

(Mutiara Mukti Farma), and marketed 

metamizole tablets: Novalgin® (Aventis 

Pharma), Selesgin® (Sejahtera Lestari Farma), 

Licogin® (Berlico Mulia Farma), Unigin® 

(Universal Pharmaceutical Industries), Etalgin® 

(Errita Pharma), Metamizole (Kimia Farma), 

Metamizole (Corsa Industries), Metamizole 

(Holi Pharma). 

Sampling 

The sampling technique used was a 

combination of purposive sampling and 

randomized sampling. 

Stock Solution 

Five g of metamizole was weighed, inserted 

into a 50 mL volumetric flask, and 30 mL of 

methanol was added. It was then sonicated for 

30 minutes, methanol was added to the marked 

line, and the solution was shaken until 

homogenously mixed (concentration of 100 

mg/mL). 

Metamizole Vibration Spectrum 

Five mL of stock solution was pipetted and 

inserted into a 10 mL volumetric flask. Then, 

methanol was added to the marked line, and 

shaken until homogenously mixed 

(concentration of 50 mg/mL). A standard 

solution and methanol (blank) vibration 

spectrum was measured with 0.1 mm cell at 

wavenumber 4000 cm–1 to 650 cm–1, and the 

specific wavenumbers of metamizole were 

analyzed. 

Calibration Curve 

The standard metamizole solution is made in 10 

mL volumetric flask with concentration of 30 

mg/mL to 70 mg/mL. Then, the vibration 

spectrum is measured with a 0.1 mm cell at 

wavenumber 4000 cm–1 to 650 cm–1, and then 

the following were calculated: the regression 

equation, determination coefficient, and 

correlation coefficient by used the obtained 

area. 

Quantitation of Metamizole 

Quantitation method used in this study was 

modified from Robaina et al. (2013). The 20 

tablets for each sample (brand name or generic 

name) were weighed and powdered, then 

weighed powders equivalent to 500 mg of 

metamizole were inserted into a 10 mL 

volumetric flask and 6 mL of methanol was 

added. The solution was sonicated for 30 

minutes, and then methanol was added to the 

marked line. It was shaken until homogenously 

mixed, then the mixture was filtered. After that, 

1 mL of the first filtrate was removed, and the 

next filtrate were collected (theoretical 

concentration 50 mg/mL). The peak area was 

measured, the obtained concentration was 

calculated, and the metamizole content in the 

sample was calculated as well. 

Validation 

The validation method used in this study was 

modified from Maggadani et al. (2020). 

Validation was carried out using parameters of 

accuracy (recovery percentage), precision 

(relative standard deviation), linearity 

(correlation coefficient), the limit of detection, 
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the limit of quantitation, range, and specificity. 

The accuracy test was carried out by measuring 

the percentage of recovery in three specific 

ranges, (80%, 100%, and 120%), wherein each 

specific range used 70% of the samples 

analyzed and 30% of the standard added 

(standard addition method). The precision test 

was carried out by calculating the relative 

standard deviation of the percentage of 

recovery data obtained from accuracy test [9]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Metamizole Vibration Spectrum 

This study started with determining the 

vibration spectrum of methanol. The methanol 

vibration spectrum can be seen in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Methanol vibration spectrum (Above 

is full spectrum. Below is zoom spectrum.) 

 
Figure 2. Metamizole vibration spectrum 

(Above is full spectrum. Below is zoom 

spectrum.) 

The study continued by determining the 

vibration spectrum of metamizole 50 mg/mL in 

methanol. Metamizole vibration spectrum can 

be seen in Figure 2 

 
 

Figure 3. Overlap of the metamizole vibration 

spectrum and methanol vibration spectrum 

(Metamizole - Red Line; Methanol - Blue Line) 

(Above is full spectrum. Below is zoom 

spectrum.) 

Overlapping was used to determine the specific 

wavenumber of metamizole vibration 

spectrum. An overlap of the metamizole 

vibration spectrum and methanol vibration 

spectrum can be seen in Figure 3. 

A significant difference in the spectrum can be 

seen between the wavenumbers 1500 cm–1 to 

1700 cm–1, at 1649.3 cm–1; 1623.3 cm–1; and 

1589.7 cm–1. The wavenumbers is specifically 

indicative of metamizole and not indicative of 

methanol, so that a qualitative analysis and a 

quantitative analysis can be carried out by 

specific wavenumber region of metamizole 

[10]. Each molecule has a unique infrared 

spectrum, so that it can be distinguished from 

other molecules by the position and intensity of 

the absorption band [11]. 

The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method is known as the 

fingerprint profile because of its ability to 

distinguish all evaluated samples. The Fourier 

Transform Infrared spectrophotometric method 

is also an ideal technique because it is simpler, 

cheaper, faster, and more environmentally 

friendly [12]. The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method is an excellent 

analytical technique in the process of 

identifying the molecular structure of a 

compound. The infrared spectrum can show the 

absorption of each bond in a molecule so that 

each molecule or compound has a different 

spectrum pattern [13]. 

The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method does not require 

complicated sample preparation and can be 

used in various phases: solid, liquid and gas. 
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The absorption spectrophotometric method 

used is based on differences in the absorption 

of infrared radiation by the molecules of a 

material. The infrared absorption by a material 

can occur if two conditions are met, namely the 

conformity between the infrared radiation 

frequency and the vibrational frequency of the 

sample molecules and the change in the dipole 

moment during vibration [14]. 

Calibration Curve Results 

The metamizole vibration spectrum with 

various concentrations with calibration curve 

series can be seen in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Metamizole vibration spectrum at 

various concentrations range from 0 mg/mL to 

80 mg/mL (Above is full spectrum. Below is 

zoom spectrum) 

 
Figure 5. Metamizole calibration curve at 

various concentrations range from 0 mg/mL to 

80 mg/mL. 

The Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method has advantages 

such as qualitative analysis, where each 

molecule will certainly provide a different 

absorption spectrum [15]. According to 

research result, the quantitation of contents was 

carried out by the method of specific spectrum 

area. 

The vibrational spectrum of metamizole at 

various concentrations in methanol shows that 

the concentration does not change the shape of 

the spectrum at specific wavenumbers but only 

changes the absorption intensity of each 

concentration. Thus, it can be said that the use 

of methanol as a solvent is stable for 

metamizole analysis. From the figure above, it 

can be seen that higher concentrations mean 

greater absorption intensity, and greater heights 

mean greater areas. 

The standard metamizole calibration curve is 

made by plotting the concentration (X) with the 

area (Y), then the points are connected by a 

straight line. The metamizole regression 

equation, determination coefficient (r2), and 

correlation coefficient (r) were calculated. The 

metamizole calibration curve can be seen in 

Figure 5. 

Based on the curve above, the metamizole 

regression equation obtained was Y = 

0.7883743 × X + 30.5865533; the 

determination coefficient (r2) was 0.99517; the 

correlation coefficient (r) was 0.99758. The 

value of determination coefficient (r2) is not 

less than 0.997 and the value of correlation 

coefficient (r) is more than 0.990, which 

indicates that the area (Y) was well determined 

and well correlated with the concentration (X) 

[16]. 

Identification and Determination of 

Metamizole Results 

The qualitative analysis (identification) and 

quantitative analysis (determination) of 

metamizole contents was carried out using the 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectrophotometric 

method. The qualitative analysis was carried 

out by detection of the specific peak 

metamizole on wavenumber 1649.3 cm–1, 

1623.3 cm–1, and 1589.7 cm–1. The 

concentration of metamizole in the sample was 

determined based on the regression equation of 

the calibration curve from the standard. 

The marketed metamizole tablet preparation 

with both brand and generic names were 

determined based on area, all in accordance 

with the general requirements of active 

pharmaceutical ingredient content in tablet 

preparation (not less than 90.0% and not more 

than 110.0% of the amount stated on the label) 

[17]. 
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Table 3. Metamizole contents in tablet 

preparation  

Sample Contents 

Novalgin® (104.541 ± 0.257)% 

Selesgin® (103.812 ± 0.231)% 

Licogin® (99.323 ± 0.180)% 

Unigin® (102.457 ± 0.215)% 

Etalgin® (101.702 ± 0.205)% 

Metamizole (Kimia 

Farma) 
(97.954 ± 0.121)% 

Metamizole (Corsa 

Industries) 
(98.918 ± 0.139) % 

Metamizole (Holi 

Pharma) 
(100.203 ± 0.193)% 

Note: samples with ® means marketed samples 

with a brand name, and samples without ® 

means marketed samples with a generic name. 

 

Validation Results 

The validation parameters tested were 

accuracy, precision, linearity, detection limit, 

quantitation limit, and range. The accuracy test 

is expressed in the recovery percentage 

determined by the standard addition method. 

The precision test is expressed in relative 

standard deviation obtained from the accuracy 

test. The validation test was carried out with the 

standard addition method on a sample with 

content closest to 100.0% (sample Z). 

The average recovery percentage, 100.129%, 

was declared to meet the accuracy requirements 

because method validation is in the range of 

98% to 102%. The method of analysis of 

metamizole content was stated to be accurate. 

The relative standard deviation was 0.057%. 

This result fulfilled the precision requirements 

for method validation with the value of less 

than 2% [18,19]. 

The linearity obtained from the calibration 

curve resulted in a correlation coefficient of 

0.99758 and was declared to meet the linearity 

requirements for method validation because the 

value not less than 0.995 [20]. The limit of 

detection and the limit of quantitation were 

calculated from the calibration curve. The limit 

of detection for metamizole is 2.09526 mg/mL 

and the limit of quantitation for metamizole is 

6.34928 mg/mL. The range for metamizole 

quantitation by Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method is in the range 40 

mg/mL (80%) to 60 mg/mL (120%). This 

method shows good specificity to detect 

metamizole in various metamizole tablet 

matrices for qualitative analysis and 

quantitative analysis. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The identification and determination process of 

metamizole content in various types of tablets 

can be carried out in a simpler, cheaper, faster, 

and more environmentally friendly way by 

using the Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectrophotometric method with methanol as a 

solvent. The metamizole contents in all 

marketed metamizole tablets with a brand name 

or generic name met the general requirements 

of active pharmaceutical ingredient content in 

tablets preparations (not less than 90.0% and 

not more than 110.0% of the amount stated on 

the label). 
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